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KEY MESSAGE
For monogenic diseases displaying high degree of mutation diversity, like beta-thalassaemia, traditional pre-
implantation genetic testing protocols require numerous distinct tests specific to individual couples and time-
consuming and expensive customization. These limitations can be overcome using next-generation sequencing
technology, sequencing the entire disease-causing gene along with closely linked polymorphic markers.

A B S T R A C T

Research question: Mutations of the beta-globin gene (HBB) cause beta-thalassaemia and sickle cell anaemia. These are the most common cause of

severe inherited disease in humans. Traditional preimplantation genetic testing protocols for detecting HBB mutations frequently involve labour in-

tensive, patient-specific test designs owing to the wide diversity of disease-associated HBB mutations. We, therefore, asked the question whether a

universally applicable preimplantation genetic testing method can be developed to test for HBB gene mutations.

Design: A multiplex polymerase chain reaction protocol was designed, allowing simultaneous amplification of multiple overlapping DNA fragments en-

compassing the entire HBB gene sequence in addition to 17 characterized, closely linked single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP). Amplicons were then analysed

using a next-generation sequencing method, revealing mutations and SNP genotypes. The protocol was extensively validated, optimized and eventually clini-

cally applied on whole-genome amplified DNA derived from embryos of three couples carrying different combinations of beta-thalassaemia mutations.

Results: The HBB mutation status and associated SNP haplotypes were successfully determined in all 21 embryos. Analysis of 141 heterozygous sites

showed no instances of allele dropout and the test displayed 100% concordance compared with the results obtained from karyomapping. This
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suggests that the combination of trophectoderm biopsy and highly sensitive next-generation sequencing may provide superior accuracy than typically

achieved using traditional preimplantation genetic testing methods. Importantly, no patient-specific test design or optimization was needed.

Conclusions: It is hoped that protocols that deliver almost universally applicable low-cost tests, without compromising diagnostic accuracy, will improve

patient access to preimplantation genetic testing, especially in less affluent parts of the world.

© 2018 Reproductive Healthcare Ltd. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Preimplantation genetic testing (PGT) was developed for couples at
high risk of transmitting an inherited genetic disorder to their off-
spring, providing them with an alternative to prenatal diagnosis and
termination of affected pregnancy (Handyside et al., 1990). The most
common reason for referral for PGT of a single gene disorder is the
desire to avoid conditions affecting haemoglobin synthesis, caused
by mutations in the HBB gene (Moutou et al., 2014). These disor-
ders represent the most common class of gene defect worldwide.
Sickle cell anaemia, a consequence of the Glu6Val point mutation in
the HBB gene, which results in production of abnormal haemoglo-
bin S, affects about 1 in 500 African–Americans and, in some parts
of West Africa, carrier frequencies within the population are esti-
mated to be as high as one in five (Agasa et al., 2010; Tshilolo et al.,
2008). Another disorder caused by HBB mutation, beta-thalassaemia,
is an autosomal recessive disorder common across a broad swathe
of the world, from West Africa and the Mediterranean, through the
Middle East and across Central and South East Asia (Angastiniotis
and Modell, 1998). A wide spectrum of HBB mutations are associ-
ated with beta-thalassaemia, giving rise to significant phenotypic
heterogeneity (Cao and Galanello, 2010).

Demand for PGT of inherited HBB defects is increasing, but the
vast diversity of potential affected genotypes presents a problem for
traditional PGT methods. These typically involve creation of indi-
vidual protocols, each customized for the detection of a specific
combination of mutations. Such strategies have mostly relied on poly-
merase chain reaction (PCR) methods capable of simultaneously
amplifying DNA fragments encompassing the mutation site(s) as well
as DNA polymorphisms located in close proximity to the mutant gene.
Identification of informative polymorphic markers, PCR primer design,
optimizations of single-cell multiplex PCR to ensure all DNA frag-
ments are sufficiently amplified for subsequent analysis and protocol
validation, require significant investments of time and resources. Fre-
quently, combinations of mutations and informative polymorphisms
are unique to an individual family, meaning that the protocol even-
tually developed, following extensive work in the laboratory, may only
be of use for a single couple.

Genetic methodologies are evolving rapidly and offer the possi-
bility of delivering PGT with higher accuracy and lower cost than was
possible using earlier techniques. Chief among the new wave of
methods is next-generation sequencing (NGS). This technology has
already been adapted for use in assisted reproductive technology, pro-
viding a robust platform for the detection of aneuploidy in embryo
biopsy specimens (Fiorentino et al., 2014a, 2014b; Wells et al., 2014;
Zheng et al., 2015). Recently, NGS has also been used for the diag-
nosis of single gene mutations in embryos, although the protocols
used clinically still require significant customization in designing and
optimizing multiplex-PCR for the amplification of mutation sites and
polymorphisms (Chen et al., 2016; Ren et al., 2016; Treff et al., 2013;

Yan et al., 2015). Here, we describe a novel PGT protocol, based on
NGS technology, for the detection of virtually all mutations respon-
sible for beta-thalassaemia and sickle cell anaemia. This provides a
single cost-effective method applicable to most couples seeking PGT
for these conditions.

Materials and methods

Patients, IVF and embryo biopsy

Before clinical implementation of the protocol on embryo biopsies,
the technique was validated on genomic DNA obtained from five family
trios (each composed of the mother, father and a child or prenatal
sample) and two couples, together carrying 14 different HBB muta-
tions. After protocol optimization, three of the families, all healthy
carriers of beta-thalassaemia, used the test clinically for the purpose
of PGT. In all three cases, the patients underwent ovarian stimula-
tion, and oocytes were collected and fertilized using intracytoplasmic
sperm injection. The resulting embryos were biopsied and vitrified
at cleavage or blastocyst stages. In two cases, no other family
members were available for testing, and one couple had a previous
affected pregnancy; a sample of amniotic fluid was included in the
study along with the DNA samples extracted from the parents. Analy-
sis of this additional sample allowed the phase of linked
polymorphisms to be determined, i.e. revealed which alleles were as-
sociated with parental mutations. All patients underwent PGT for beta-
thalassaemia in different IVF centres and gave consent for NGS-
based PGT to be carried out in parallel with karyomapping (a validated
single nucleotide polymorphism SNP-array based technique) (Ben-Nagi
et al., 2017; Giménez et al., 2015; Konstantinidis et al., 2015; Natesan
et al., 2014). DNA obtained from parents and embryo biopsies was
tested at Reprogenetics UK. The diagnosis of beta-thalassaemia in
embryos has been previously licensed by the Human Fertilisation and
Embryology Authority. The study was approved by Aspire IRB on 26
August 2015 (reference number PGSP-2015).

Genomic DNA extraction and whole-genome amplification

Genomic DNA was extracted from 4 ml parental blood and from an
amniotic fluid sample using the QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit (Qiagen,
Germany), using the standard protocols recommended by the manu-
facturer. Extracted DNA and cell(s) obtained from embryo biopsies
were lysed as previous described (Thornhill et al., 2015) and sub-
jected to whole-genome amplification with using a REPLI-g Single
Cell kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Multiplex polymerase chain reaction, library construction and
next-generation sequencing

An aliquot of each multiple displacement amplification (MDA) product
was further amplified to enrich the regions of interest in a multiplex
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PCR reaction comprising eight pairs of primers designed to encom-
pass the entire HBB gene locus (Table S1). As well as these amplicons,
which covered all the amino acid coding regions of the gene and all
splice donor and acceptor sites, an additional 12 PCR fragments
were also amplified, encompassing 17 single nucleotide polymor-
phisms (SNP) flanking the HBB gene (Table S2). All the targeted
SNP were known to have a high degree of heterozygosity (minor
allele frequency values higher than 0.24), meaning a high likelihood
of informativity for genetic linkage analysis in individual families.
For this aspect of the design, we used the NCBI dbVAR database
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/dbvar) in combination with the ENSEMBL
genome browser (https://www.ensembl.org/index.html). The multi-
plex PCR amplification included 0.5 µl of MDA product in a total
reaction volume of 50 µl, containing 22 µl of nuclease-free water,
25 µl of 2 x Qiagen master mix (Qiagen, Germany), and 2.5 µl of
primer mix adjusted to the concentration of 2.5 µM (Eurogentec,
UK). Amplifications were carried as follows: initial denaturation step
at 95°C for 15 min, followed by 55 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for
30 s, annealing at 56°C for 90 s, and extension at 72°C for 1 min,
with a final extension step at 60° for 10 min. Alongside the clinical
samples, we assessed three samples each consisting of a single
buccal cell (of normal genotype) and three further samples each
composed of five isolated cells from the same source. These were
subjected to targeted PCR using the same amplification conditions,
but without carrying out whole-genome amplification (WGA) before
the multiplex PCR. This confirmed that the protocol could be used
on embryo biopsy specimens directly, avoiding the additional cost of
WGA.

The DNA sequencing libraries were prepared using Truseq PCR
Free Kit (Illumina) according to the manufacturer’s standard work
flow. The steps included size selection and clean-up, end repair,
adenylation of 3’ ends, ligation of indexed adapters and normaliza-
tion and pooling of the libraries. Cluster generation was carried out
on a MiSeq (Illumina) instrument using paired end synthesis 500
cycles MiSeq Reagent kit v2 (Illumina). In parallel, MDA products
were processed using karyomapping according to the standard
manufacturer’s protocol (Infinium Karyomapping Assay Protocol
Guide, Illumina).

Data analysis

Sequence alignment files for all indexed libraries were obtained
from the Illumina MiSeq Reporter software in BAM format. The
BAM files were loaded into the Integrative Genomic Viewer (IGV,
Broad Institute) to visualize the sequence alignment using the h19
human genome assembly as a reference. Regions of interest were
inspected after creating region tracks and importing all the SNP
and mutation positions into the software. On the basis of the total
number of reads for that position, the percentage of bases that did
not correspond to the reference nucleotide was determined. The
sequences obtained from embryonic DNA were screened for hetero-
zygous loci and compared with the parental DNA to assess allele
dropout (ADO) and informativity of selected SNP. For mutations, the
aligned sequences were screened for genotype call at every muta-
tion position in each family. For both categories, the analysis
included the determination of sequence coverage at positions of
interest and the identification of unexpected variants and polymor-
phisms within the sequenced DNA, which could serve as additional
linkage markers.

Results

Validation study using the new next-generation sequencing
protocol: genotyping of familial beta-thalassaemia mutations
and linkage analysis

All 14 different mutations and all 19 patient genotypes were suc-
cessfully detected in the HBB gene in the five family trios (mother,
father, child/prenatal sample) and the two couples. The protocol suc-
cessfully delivered the complete sequence of the HBB gene for all
samples tested. The parental genotypes obtained, as well as the mu-
tation status of existing children/prenatal samples (when available)
were concordant with the previously determined genotypes in all seven
families (Figure 1).

In addition to the direct mutation detection, all 17 targeted
SNP outside the HBB locus (no more than14 kb away) were
examined in addition to patient-specific SNP found within the
HBB locus. The polymorphisms informative in each couple were
determined, looking for SNP in which one parent was heterozygous
and the other was homozygous. For the five families with
existing children or prenatal samples, informative SNP were exam-
ined in the offspring’s DNA and used to deduce which parental
alleles were associated with the mutant and normal copies of the
gene. An example of a family specific haplotype analysis based on
the SNP genotyping data produced by the NGS protocol is provided
in Figure 2.

HBB gene mutation detection in clinical samples

After the validation study, three of the families proceeded to clinical
implementation of the newly designed protocol. In the first couple,
the mother carried a substitution c.92 + 6T>C whereas the father
carried a c.118C>T substitution. In the second couple, the mother
carried c.93 – 21G>A substitution and the father carried a c.316 –
106C>G substitution. The second couple had a previous affected preg-
nancy and a sample of amniotic fluid was analysed and confirmed as
compound heterozygote for the two parental mutations tested. In the
third couple, the mother carried an insertion in codons c.27_28insG,
whereas the father carried an c.92 + 5G>C substitution. In case 1, a
single blastomere was biopsied from cleavage stage embryos whereas
in cases 2 and 3, about five cells from the trophectoderm were biopsied
from blastocyst stage embryos. All samples were whole-genome am-
plified and the tests were run in parallel with a standard karyomapping
protocol (Konstantinidis et al., 2015). All 21 embryo samples ampli-
fied after MDA and NGS analysis was successful for each of these.
The read depth for the sequenced amplicons was >1000x in all cases
except for embryo 9 where no reads were obtained and karyomapping
analysis confirmed nullisomy of chromosome 11. The obtained genetic
status at the mutation sites were concordant with the results ac-
quired from karyomapping. Of note, application of the targeted
amplification protocol to single buccal cells and clumps, followed by
NGS, generated a mean coverage of beta-globin sequences of 888x
(1061x for single cells samples and 716x for clumps of cells), which
was equivalent to the coverage obtained from the clinical samples
subjected to WGA before targeted PCR. These results suggest that
it is possible to use this protocol on embryo biopsies directly, without
compromising the read depth, eliminating WGA and thus further re-
ducing costs.
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Linkage analysis in clinical samples

In case 1, 10 informative SNP were identified and used to assist de-
termination of embryo mutation status: five associated with the
maternal mutation and five associated with the paternal mutation
(Figure 3a). All SNP assessed by the protocol described here were
located outside the HBB gene but within 14 kb of upstream and down-
stream distance. It is worth noting that, for case 1, although the

diagnoses of individual embryos obtained from targeted NGS were
concordant with those obtained from the standard PGT procedure,
the results from karyomapping were suboptimal, associated with low
call rates for individual SNP (in 50% of the embryos) and high ADO
rates (>40%) in all embryo samples tested, likely a consequence of
suboptimal WGA after blastomere biopsy, degradation of the biopsy
specimens, or both. In embryo 9, no diagnosis was possible owing
to complete absence of chromosome 11 and in embryo 13 only paternal

Mutation analysis
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Sample

F1 Male G/-

F1 Female G/-

F1 Son G/G G/G

F2 Male C/G

F2 Female A/-

F2 Son C/G A/-

F3 Male C/T

F3 Female C/T

F3 Daughter C/C C/T

F4 Male C/G

F4 Female A/G

F4 Daughter C/G A/G

F5 Male C/G

F5 Female A+C

F5 Prenatal 
Sample

C/G A+C

F6 Male G/A

F6 Female G/A

F7 Male G/C

F7 Female T/C

Figure 1 – Genotypes for beta-thalassaemia mutations in families referred for preimplantation genetic testing. Each pair of mutations for
which the parents are carriers is indicated in the top row with their respective annotations. The seven families are separated by different
shades of grey fill. Carrier genotypes are indicated in white and the affected genotypes in black. Five of the seven families already had a
child/prenatal sample available, which could be analysed in parallel with parental DNA samples, assisting in the validation of mutation
detection and determination of the phase of linked single nucleotide polymorphisms.
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alleles linked to HBB were detected. The karyomapping confirmed
the presence of chromosome 11 monosomy, explaining this obser-
vation. Despite using the same low-quality WGA template, the targeted
NGS showed excellent performance in all 13 embryo samples that
had provided a karyomapping and NGS result, with no incidence of
ADO observed in any of the informative SNP and mutation loci and
>1000x sequencing coverage for the entire HBB gene and flanking
polymorphisms. In case 2, 13 informative SNP were identified, out of
which two were located within the HBB locus. Two of these were in-
herited with the paternal mutation, whereas the rest were inherited
with the maternal mutation. For one embryo (trophectoderm sample
6) only paternal alleles for SNP linked to HBB were detected.
Karyomapping analysis confirmed the presence of chromosome 11
monosomy (Figure 3b). In case 3, 10 informative SNP were analysed,
two located within the HBB gene sequence itself (Figure 3c). Six of
these were associated with the paternal mutation and four with the
maternal mutation. Interestingly, three of the maternal SNPs were

not among those deliberately targeted by the protocol and appear to
be rare variants, which are not present within the dbVAR database.

Surprisingly, of 141 heterozygous sites sequenced no instances
of ADO occurred in any of the clinical samples tested using the NGS
protocol, including the poor-quality WGA products from case 1. This
contrasts with an ADO rate of around 12.5% for SNP genotyped using
karyomapping in case 3 and exceeding 40% in case 1, and suggests
that the targeted NGS approach is highly sensitive and of excellent
diagnostic accuracy.

Discussion

Next-generation sequencing technology has developed rapidly in recent
years and has found numerous research and clinical applications. In
the context of PGT, NGS has principally been used for detecting

Figure 2 – Demonstration of the principle of linkage analysis and targeted mutation detection. For both parents, carrier states were
confirmed by direct mutation detection. Linkage analysis identified nine informative single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) near the HBB
gene in this family. The father is heterozygous for two SNP for which the mother is homozygous (blue in circle) whereas the mother is
heterozygous for seven SNP for which the father is homozygous (pink in circle). The inheritance of parental chromosomes in the daughter
is thus inferred from nine SNPs as well as direct mutation detection. The daughter has inherited the affected maternal haplotype,
associated with the M1 mutation (c.92G>A), and unaffected paternal haplotype, and is therefore a carrier of M1. This was further confirmed
by the detection of the maternal c.92G>A mutation in the daughter.
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(A) Case 1 SNP ID Position Mother Father E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E11 E12 E13 E14

Linked SNP

rs3813727 5255912 G/G A/G G/G A/G A/G A/G A/G A/G A/G G/G
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G/G G/G G/G G A/G

rs4910736 5258989 A/A A/C A/A A/C A/C A/C A/C A/C A/C A/A A/A A/A A/A C A/C

rs2105819 5259727 C/C C/G C/C C/G C/G C/G C/G C/G C/G C/C C/C C/C C/C G C/G

rs7936823 5250168 A/A A/G A/A A/G A/G A/G A/G A/G A/G A/A A/A A/A A/A G A/G

rs6578588 5252251 C/C C/T C/C C/T C/T C/T C/T C/T C/T C/C C/C C/C C/C T C/T

rs7945118 5236417 C/G G/G C/G C/G C/G G/G C/G C/G C/G C/G C/G G/G G/G G C/G

rs34220818 5236851 C/T T/T C/T C/T C/T T/T C/T C/T C/T C/T C/T T/T T/T T C/T

rs12364872 5244144 A/G G/G A/G A/G A/G G/G A/G A/G A/G A/G A/G G/G G/G G A/G

rs7110263 5246512 T/G G/G T/G T/G T/G G/G T/G T/G T/G T/G T/G G/G G/G G T/G

rs10837626 5244299 T/A A/A T/A T/A T/A A/A T/A T/A T/A T/A T/A A/A A/A A T/A

utation c.92+6T>C 5248154 G/A A/A G/A G/A G/A A/A G/A G/A G/A G/A G/A A/A A/A A G/A

utation c.118C>T 5248004 G/G G/A G/G G/A G/A G/A G/A G/A G/A G/G G/G G/G G/G A G/A

Diagnosis C C MC A A PC A A A MC CA MC U U CA A

(B) Case 2 SNP ID Position Mother Father E4 E6 E7

Linked SNP

rs4910543 5258827 C/G C/C C/G C C/C

rs4910735 5258852 A/G A/A A/G A A/A

rs4910544 5258856 A/T A/A A/T A A/A

rs4910736 5258989 A/C A/A A/C A A/A

rs2105819 5259727 C/G C/C C/G C C/C

rs11036364 5249004 A/G A/A A/G A A/A

rs6578588 5252251 C/T C/C C/T C C/C

rs10837620 5243559 G/A G/G A/G G G/G

rs12364872 5244144 G/A A/A A/A A G/A

rs10837628 5244404 A/G A/A A/G A A/A

rs10837631 5246356 T/A T/T A/T T T/T

rs7480526 5247733 C/A A/A A/A A C/A

rs63750628 5248281 G/G G/A G/A A G/G

utation
c.93-21G>A 5248050 T/C C/C C/C C T/C

Mutation
c.316-106C>G 5247062 G/G G/C G/C C G/G

Diagnosis C C PC CA MC

(c) Case 3 SNP ID Position Mother Father TE1 TE2 TE4 TE5

Linked SNP

rs713040 5248243 G/G G/A G/G G/A G/A G/A

rs1609812 5247141 A/A A/G A/A A/G A/G A/G

rs10837631 5246356 A/T A/A A/A A/A A/A T/A

rs7110263 5246512 G/G G/T G/G G/T G/T G/T

rs12574989 5246514 C/C C/T C/C C/T C/T C/T

rs10837626 5244299 A/A A/T A/A A/T A/T A/T

N/A 5243559 G/A G/G G/G G/G G/G G/A

N/A 5243613 C/T C/C C/C C/C C/C C/T

N/A 5236740 G/A A/A G/A G/A G/A A/A

rs7945118 5236417 G/G G/C G/G G/C G/C G/C

Female 
mutation c.27_28insG 5248224 A+C A A+C A+C A+C A

utation
c.92+5G>C 5248155 C/C C/G C/C C/G C/G C/G

Diagnosis C C MC A A PC

Figure 3 – Results of mutation and linkage analysis: (a) case 1; (b) case 2; (c) case 3. Single nucleotide polymorphisms where
heterozygosity was detected in one parent but not the other were selected for identification of disease-associated alleles in the embryo
whole-genome amplification products subjected to targeted multiplex amplification in three clinical cases. In green are the alleles
associated with the paternal HBB mutation and in red are the alleles inherited together with the maternal HBB mutation. Black alleles
represent the disease-free genotype. A, affected embryo; C, carrier; CA, chromosomally abnormal; E, embryo, MC, carrier of maternal
mutation; N/A, not applicable, the single nucleotide polymorphism identifiers do not exist for these variants as they were not present
within the dbVAR database; PC, carrier of paternal mutation; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphisms; U, unaffected embryo.
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chromosome abnormality (Fiorentino et al., 2014a, 2014b; Wells et al.,
2014; Zheng et al., 2015), although interest in its application for the
diagnosis of inherited single gene disorders has been growing (Chen
et al., 2016; Ren et al., 2016; Treff et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2015). In this
study, we designed, optimized and implemented an NGS protocol for
PGT of beta-thalassaemia and sickle-cell anaemia that is applicable
to most couples at risk of having children affected by these disorders.

Preimplantation genetic testing strategies involving WGA of embryo
biopsy specimens, followed by targeted re-amplification and NGS, have
recently been reported, allowing successful diagnosis of mono-
genic disorders. Yan et al. (2015) and Ren et al. (2016) developed
strategies for the preimplantation diagnosis of selected inherited dis-
orders, combining direct mutation detection and linkage analysis, and
reported live births after the clinical use of their methods. Although
NGS-based approaches are expected to eventually replace conven-
tional PGT methods, one of the major challenges with the current
technology lies in the extensive test customization required before
clinical application. In some cases, the effort required to create a
custom-NGS protocol, involving targeted mutation detection and si-
multaneous analysis of linked polymorphisms, are substantial. Indeed,
they may necessitate as much, or more, work than required for a con-
ventional PGT protocol. This makes such approaches impractical for
the diagnosis of rare disorders or conditions caused by a wide spec-
trum of mutations, as in such cases the protocols created after
extensive laboratory work may only applicable to a single family.

In a previous study, Chen et al. (2016) described an NGS-based
PGT approach requiring less customization. This was achieved by using
a specially designed sequence capture array followed by NGS to provide
data on the genotype of over 24,000 SNP. The information gathered
was subsequently used to assemble haplotypes, allowing diagnosis
of embryos that inherited mutant copies of the PKD2 gene from their
parents based upon linkage analysis. This sort of NGS strategy is par-
ticularly useful because it delivers high fidelity, sensitivity, and
throughput and, as it focuses on the inheritance of common poly-
morphisms rather than family specific mutations, requires little work-
up for each case. One of the limitations of this approach, however is
the cost associated with obtaining an adequate depth of sequencing
when assessing a large number of genomic regions. In the present
study, although the entire sequence of the HBB gene was se-
quenced at high depth, as well as additional multiple closely linked
polymorphic sites, the total proportion of the genome investigated re-
mained small, equivalent to less than 10 kb of DNA sequence. This
allows simultaneous analysis of large numbers of samples in a single
sequencing run, reducing costs. The potential throughput is also much
greater compared with PGT methods currently in routine use, such
as karyomapping.

Although PGT methods based upon linkage analysis have the ad-
vantage of providing a more generic approach with less patient-
specific work-up, a challenge for such strategies is that they cannot
be used in cases in which the phase of the SNP alleles cannot be de-
termined, i.e. where it is unclear which alleles are located on the same
chromosome as the mutant gene. Deduction of phase requires DNA
samples from the patients requesting PGT, and also from additional
family members who have been previously tested and are of known
mutation status (close relatives such as the parents or children of
the couple are ideal). Testing of polymorphisms in these extra samples
allows the inheritance of specific alleles to be traced through the family,
revealing those consistently associated with normal and mutant gene
copies. A lack of DNA samples from close relatives is a common oc-
currence in PGT; in our experience, this is a consideration in about a

one-quarter of all referred cases. Sometimes, the couple are reluc-
tant to discuss the fact that they are undergoing PGT with other
members of the family, other times key relatives may be deceased or
unavailable for other reasons, and on some occasions a patient may
carry a de-novo mutation, not present in any relative. Another issue
for PGT strategies based entirely on linkage analysis is the possibil-
ity that informative alleles, permitting the two chromosomal copies
to be distinguished, may be difficult to find. This is a particular problem
when offering PGT to consanguineous families as many parts on the
genome may be identical owing to shared ancestry. In instances such
as those outlined, PGT cannot be carried out without direct detection
of the causative mutation(s) in the embryos produced.

In the present study, rather than targeting specific mutations, of
which there are a large number in HBB, we created a method that
provides information on the entirety of the coding region and splice
junctions of the gene, as well as selected flanking sequences con-
taining sites of common polymorphism. This approach permits direct
detection of virtually all HBB gene mutations, effectively eliminat-
ing the requirement for patient-tailored test design. The ability to trace
the inheritance of defective HBB genes by using multiple linked poly-
morphisms, as well as direct mutation detection, results in a highly
redundant test, greatly increasing diagnostic accuracy. In the context
of a PGT case, the mutation sites and polymorphisms can each provide
their own independent diagnosis. Linkage analysis alone can poten-
tially provide a reliable diagnosis in circumstances where parental
mutations have not been identified before PGT being undertaken, in
cases in which mutations are refractory to detection, or in in-
stances where one of the mutation sites fails to amplify appropriately
from the embryo biopsy sample as a result of ADO or other techni-
cal problems. The extreme proximity to the HBB gene of the SNP
tested (≤14 kb in all cases) makes it highly unlikely that meiotic re-
combination would ever occur between the polymorphic sites and the
sites of mutations (indeed this would be impossible for the intra-
genic SNP analysed). The diagnoses should be highly resistant to errors
owing to problems caused by failure of individual loci to amplify, pref-
erential amplification and ADO. During this investigation, however,
considering the embryo biopsy samples with a normal number of chro-
mosome 11 copies, no ADO was detected at any of the 141
heterozygous sites sequenced (0%). Rates of ADO after MDA are in-
fluenced by the number of cells within the biopsy specimen and other
technical factors. Hou et al. (2015) used the same type of MDA pro-
tocol as used in the present study and detected a 12.5% ADO rate on
single cells re-sequenced at 30x sequence depth. In the present study,
the incidence of ADO observed after karyomapping was generally of
a similar level, although more than 50% of SNP loci were affected
in some samples. The fact that ADO was so low in the present study
could be attributable to the high sequencing depth used (>1000x). In
theory, this should increase the sensitivity for the detection of alleles,
which are substantially under-represented owing to extreme pref-
erential amplification of the alternate allele in a heterozygous sample.
Indeed, this was shown to be the case in some of the cleavage stage
biopsied embryos analysed in case 1 (embryos 1, 2, 3 and 5), where
preferential amplification of several alleles generated over 97% of
total reads (Table S3). In addition to the 17 well-characterized poly-
morphisms specifically targeted by the PGT protocol described here,
an extra three previously uncharacterized intragenic sequence variants/
polymorphisms were detected (at positions chr11:5243559,
chr11:5243613 and chr11:105236740). These provided a useful addi-
tional source of linkage data, further supplementing the diagnosis.
The ability of NGS to detect novel polymorphisms and variants unique
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to individual couples reduces the risk of encountering low informativity
when using the method.

The use of WGA before targeted PCR and NGS, also meant that a
resource of material was available for further testing if desired, e.g.
repeat of the original PGT analysis. Furthermore, if desired, low-pass
next generation sequencing of the WGA templates generated using
multiple displacement amplification can be used to establish the cy-
togenetic status of the embryo (Wells et al., 2014). The combination of
minimal work-up and high throughput provided by this protocol re-
sulted in an extremely economical test. The issue of cost is of great
relevance in this particular case, given the fact that many regions of the
world where HBB mutations are of high prevalence are relatively
resource-poor. The experience from the present study confirms that
NGS can provide a rapid, streamlined and potentially cost-effective so-
lution for couples seeking to use PGT to avoid genetic disease
transmission. It is expected that, in the future, additional protocols similar
to the one described here will be developed for the testing of other single
gene disorders where mutation heterogeneity leads to problems for con-
ventional PGT methods. Strategies for PGT based upon NGS technology
have the potential to provide the lowest costs without compromising ac-
curacy and are therefore likely to become increasingly popular.
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